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Orly' s draw a story app

Not an American user? Orly's Draw-A-Story is an educational game that teaches children to draw. The game consists of four animated stories narrated by a young Jamaican girl called Orly and her talking frog sidekick Lancelot. As the story is told by Orly, the story stops at times and the player is asked to
draw a character or prop. On the drawing plate, some elements of the image (such as the eyes of a monster) appear that the player must draw around using basic drawing tools such as pencils and paint. Some pre-made drawings exist and can be used as they are or modified. Once the drawing is
complete, it will be incorporated into the story as it continues. In addition to the four stories, there is also a story bookmaker to create new stories and a doodle pad where the player can draw freely. There are no Windows user screenshots for this game. There are 12 other screenshots from other versions
of this game or official promotional screenshots. Promo PicturesThere are no promo images for this gameUser ReviewsThere are no reviews for this game. Critic Reviews All Game Guide 1999 90 SuperKids 1997 4.33 of 5 87 ForumThere are currently no topics for this game. TriviaThere is no trivia on file



for this game. Kabushi (250926) added Orly's Draw-A-Story (Windows) on January 05, 2020 Other platforms contributed by Kabushi (250926) In the 1980s and 1990s, Br?? derbund Software, Inc. became one of the leading manufacturers and distributors of home PC video games and electronic software.
In 1986, it was the 9th largest U.S. computer software company, and in 1997 the company had annual revenue of $190 million. Br?? derbund began as a real family affair. Brothers Doug and Gary Carlston founded the company in 1980 to promote Doug???s strategy game, Galactic Empire. Their sister,
Cathy Carlston, joined the venture a year later. The company's name comes from the Afrikaans word Broederbond, loosely translated as the association of brothers. To distance itself from a South African white supremacist group that shared the same name, Carlston's spelling changed and added the
Scandinavian letter?? , which also represents the cut zero contained in data codes. Br?? derbund?s popularity stemmed from its wide variety of products, as well as the fact that it released games for almost every home computer system in America. The company also licensed certain series abroad,
allowing the games to appear on systems such as the British ZX Spectrum and Japanese MSX. The company is best known for popular games such as Prince of Persia, Karateka, Myst, Lode Runner and the educational Carmen Sandiego series. It also produced Raid on Bungeling Bay, the first video
game created by SimCity designer Will Wright. In addition, Br?? derbund produced computer programs such as Print Shop, Kid Pix and Family Tree Maker, as well as an interactive reading series known as Living Books.This artifact part of a donation from co-founder Doug Carlston, which includes about
1,500 electronic games and software products developed, published and licensed by Br?? debunked, as well as archival materials such as the company's newsletters, competitive market research, accounting, photographs, promotional materials and prices. Space HarrierDOS, C64, Master System, Game
Gear, Amiga, Amstrad CPC, Atari ST, PC-88, SEGA 32X, Sharp X680001989GauntletDOS, Mac, C64, Master System, Amstrad CPC, Atari 8-bit, Atari ST, Apple II, Apple IIgs1988Prince of PersiaDOS, Mac, Genesis, Master System, Game Gear, Amiga, Amstrad CPC, Atari ST, Apple II, Sharp X68000,
TurboGrafx CD1990CommandoDOS, C64, Amiga, Amstrad CPC, Atari ST, Apple II, Commodore 16 , PC-881986 Developer: Broderbund Genre(s): Miscellaneous, Edutainment 1999 video game Orly's Draw a StoryCover artDeveloper(s)ToeJam &amp; Earl
ProductionsPublisher(s)BroderbundPlatform(s)WindowsWindows 3.xMacintoshRelease1997Genre(s)Activity, DesignMode(s)Single-player Orly's Draw a Story is an award-winning video game released in 1997 by Broderbund. The game won the Interactive Achievement Award for Computer Innovation in
1998. [1] The game is aimed at the age group 5-10 years and has an age limit of 3+. It was designed by ToeJam &amp; Earl Productions and published by Broderbund. The protagonist Orly is expressed by Alreca Whyte. [3] Gameplay It focuses around the two main characters, Orly, an 8-year-old girl
and her anthropomorphic talking frog friend Lancelot who lives in Jamaica. The game has four unique stories told by Orly. The player is able to illustrate each of the stories with his own paintings, either original drawings or using finished objects. As Orly tells the story the user is asked to create an item as
a friend for a flying monster or a birthday present to give to Orly. The objects become animated and are then used as part of the story. Clicking the shutter opens a series of template drawings that can be colored by the player. At the end of the story, the user can choose to save or discard the image and
then display it back in full. Other features of the game include Make A Storybook where the player can create their own series of scenes and write text to make up their own story, while there is also a Doodle Pad for practicing drawing skills. [4] Stories Each story has a unique story, and the player is asked
to design different objects and scenes for each one. The Ugly Troll People The Strange Princess Lancelot, Bug Eater One Big Wish Reception Critical Reception Game received positive reviews from video game reviewers. allgame's Lisa Karen Savignano wrote This is a game full of ideas that will spark
amazing and creative stories from your child, both on screen and off. She went on to say the game is much better than most modern cartoons on the market ... Do not be surprised if the game uncovers the narrator in your own child and treated on some very imaginative stories. [4] The Independent listed
the game as one of the top 50 ways to increase a child's brain power in 1999. [5] Awards Before its release, the game was nominated for an award at the first Interactive Achievement Awards in 1998. The game was nominated for the Computer Innovation Award and triumphed in a category featuring
Disney's Magic Artist, Barbie Cool Looks Fashion Designer, Print Artist Platinum and The American Girls Premiere. [1] Educational release The game was repacked in 2001 by The Learning Company as an educational game for use in schools. [6] References ^ a b AISA Annual Awards -&gt; 1st Annual
Awards. interactive.org. AISA. Archived from the original on 3 February 2010. Retrieved 15 June 2009. ^ SuperKids' software review of Orly's Draw a Story. superkids.com. SuperKids. Retrieved 15 June 2009. ^ Stories come to life when children draw with Orly's Draw-A-Story. Bnet. January 14, 1997 (
January 14, 1997) Archived from the original on 14 January 1997. Retrieved June 16, 2009. ^ a b Orly's Draw-A-Story – Review. all games. Retrieved 16 June 2009. ^ Haughton, Emma (August 21, 1999). In 1999, it became known that The American is providing another favorite number of people who
have been booked on a 10-000. The independent. Retrieved June 24, 2009. ^ IGN: Orly's Draw-A-Story. ign.com. Retrieved 24 June 2009. External Links Main Page Broderbund website Product reviews of Computer Life and Children's Software Revue allgame Profile Retrieved from
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